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Please browse through our “Ready Reference” training guide for dog 

training tools & techniques that you can use forever. 
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DETAILS: 
 

Helpful Links with Training Videos: 

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJg8n8kfWAh1szGjfTczAxA 

 https://www.facebook.com/coachingcaninecompanions 

 

 

What to Bring 

 Please bring a copy of your dog’s vaccination records. 

 If you provide your dog with treats, please bring those. 

 6-foot leash and collar or harness – which ever you typically use at home. 

 Please bring her favorite toy. 

 

 

Where to Park 

 Please park IN the driveway so your baby is not in the street. 

 

 

Where to Go 

 When you arrive, please go to left of house and through the gate to 

the training field. I will meet you there. 

 

 

What if it Rains? 

 Private sessions will be rescheduled. 

 Day Training sessions will continue as scheduled. 

https://www.coachingcaninecompanions.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJg8n8kfWAh1szGjfTczAxA
https://www.facebook.com/coachingcaninecompanions
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ABOUT US 

At Coaching Canine Companions, we know that you want to experience the joy of a 

well-behaved dog. In order to do that you need companion dog training. The problem 

is many dog trainers focus on strict obedience that imposes power over dogs. Which 

can leave you feeling frustrated and disconnected from your furry friend. 

  

We believe in dog training methods focused on dog/human relationship building. We 

understand you want a well-trained pet with whom you share a deep 

connection. That’s why Coaching Canine Companions offers a holistic, 

empowerment-based approach to dog training. Our Certified Master Dog Training 

Instructor helps to create deep connections that set you and your dog up for success. 

 

 

 

Meet Master Dog Trainer Lorrie Harris 

Lead Trainer and Founder, Lorrie Harris, has been working with dogs for over 30 years. 

She began informal training in 1990 after leaving the U.S. Navy. Her formal training 

began in 2019, when Lorrie melded her Health Coaching Business into her current 

Coaching Canine Companions business. 

 

  

 

Training & Certifications 

  

Lorrie holds a Master Dog Training Certification from the National K-9 School for Dog 

Trainers, which is regulated and approved by the Ohio State Board of Career Colleges and 

Schools. 
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She also has formal training and hands-on experience with bomb detection dogs and was 

certified through the International Police Working Dog Association. 

  

She holds a Certification in Canine First Aid. 

  

Member of the International Association of Canine Professionals. 

 

  

Why I Became A Dog Trainer  

 

Many years ago, my body began failing prematurely. You know the saying: If you want 

to master something you teach it. 

  

Well, as a natural teacher, I went to school to become a Personal Trainer and learned all 

the different wonders of the body's healing capacities. 

 

Diving deeply into helping others with the same physical challenges that I had, it 

became evident that there was a major component missing to the teachings in this field: 

FOOD AS MEDICINE 

I then went to School for Ayurveda, and did all else I could to learn about Food as 

Medicine through ancient techniques as well as newer ones, like Nutrigenomics. 

My clients greatly benefited from the additional services that this education provided. 

However, you guessed it: I noticed a major missing component to most people's healing 

capacities. Almost everyone, including myself, was missing a major connection to their 

hearts - Love, with a capital "L".  
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Being physically near my spiritual teacher was no longer a viable option because she 

left her body in 2012. 

The new query began. While deeply contemplating the challenge of how to remedy this 

incomplete healing modality, my beloved dog came up with a "mysterious" illness and 

had to be put down.  

She Was My Angel Who Provided Me with Answers:  

Teach people to develop deep relationships with their canine companions so that they 

consciously enhance their capacities to love and be love. And what better tool is there, 

than with a loyal friend loving us unconditionally? 

 

  

I Present to You: 

Coaching Canine Companions with a Fully Holistic Approach 

 

 

I hope we can make many wonderful and empowering discoveries together. 
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Critical Developmental Stages 

 
As soon as your puppy comes home, the clock is running. Within just 

three months, your puppy will need to meet a few crucial developmental 

deadlines. If your puppy fails to meet any of these deadlines, he is unlikely 

to achieve his full potential. In terms of your dog's behavior and 

temperament, you will probably be playing catch-up for the rest of your 

dog's life. Most important of all, you simply cannot afford to neglect the 

socialization and bite inhibition deadlines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEVELOPMENTAL DEADLINES 

1. First Fear Phase (8-11 weeks) 

 

2. Socialization with People (by 12 weeks of age) 

 

3. Shaping & Luring – Praise for desired behavior. Remove and 

distract for unwanted behaviors (13-16 weeks) 

 

4. Bite Inhibition (by 18 weeks of age) 

 

5. Train. Flight Instinct – Teething and Chewing (4-8 months) 

 

6. Preventing Adolescent Problems (by five months) 

 

7. Second Fear Phase (6-14 Months) 
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1. Dogs learn by association (by emotional response). 

 

Human example: We humans learn by association, too. When you meet someone 

for the first time you come away with an association—positive, negative, or 

neutral. If you really enjoyed the interaction, you are likely to be happy to see that 

person again. If you found the person difficult or argumentative, you might get 

that little pit of dread in your belly when you see him or her again—you have 

formed a negative association with that person. 

 

Human–dog comparison: Dogs experience the world this way, too, perhaps more 

strongly than we humans because dogs lack the filter of rational thought. They 

are constantly forming emotional associations—safe, dangerous, neutral or good 

for me, bad for me... These associations inform the decisions dogs make and the 

reactions they have to various situations and things in their environment. 

 

Dog example: A common example of associative learning in dogs is their reaction 

to the sight of a food bowl. Dogs love ceramics. Pull out the right bowl and the 

average dog will jump into fits of joy. This is because dogs have come to learn that 

this particular bowl always predicts mealtime. Food is tasty so we love food 

bowls. In other words, dogs associate bowls with eating. 

 

The amazing thing is that we can manipulate dogs’ associations to things. For 

example, new puppies generally find leashes inconsequential; when first shown a 

6-foot leash, they have a neutral association to it. But find a way to make a dog 

associate anything with something he loves and you can teach him to love that 

too. How? Clip on the leash and give him treats or take him for a walk. Every 

time you leash him, either take him for a walk or give him treats until you take  

THE TWO WAYS DOGS LEARN 
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the leash back off. Pretty soon the puppy figures out that the leash means fun and, 

bingo. You have a dog that loves leashes. 

 

The frightening thing is that learning by association also works in reverse. You can 

teach a dog to hate or fear leashes by repeatedly using them to give corrections or 

tie him up outside on his own. 

 

 

What does this mean to us? 

The implications are huge. Everything you do around your dog influences the 

associations he makes.  

 

Here is an important example: Say I am walking my dog and I don’t like the way 

he reacts to seeing another dog. Maybe he just barks in excitement, but I don’t like 

it. I shout, “No!” and jerk his leash. This happens every time we see a dog. Pretty 

soon, my dog’s reaction to other dogs is terrible—he barks and growls and lunges 

and snaps because I have built a negative association in him: Dogs equal pain. In 

other words, I have taught my dog to dislike or fear other dogs.  

 

This is the main drawback of using punishment—it has unintended side effects. 

For example, it builds a negative association with the punisher, affecting the bond 

between person and dog. It is not that punishment doesn’t work—it is that 

learning by association or emotion always comes along for the ride. 

 

What might you do instead if your dog growls and lunges when he sees another 

dog? Reverse his negative association with other dogs. If the timing is right, then 

treats are a good way to do this. However, sometimes your dog is too upset to 

THE TWO WAYS DOGS LEARN (CONTINUED) 
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take the treats. Put a spider right in front of an arachnophobe, and she will have a 

hard time listening to instructions to sit down and just be calm. But keep the 

spider twenty feet away, only show it for short periods of time, and distract the 

phobic person with conversation or chocolate, and things will probably have a 

better outcome.  

 

The process is the same for dogs who are scared of or upset by something. It is 

called desensitization and involves the 3 Ds: distance, duration, and distraction. 

We move the dog farther away from the upsetting object, try to keep the situation 

brief, and distract with cheerful voices and treats.  

 

If you have lost the training moment and Fido starts freaking out, we still need to 

distract with him something more appealing to the dog than that scary 

approaching object in the distance… But be aware, we are not rewarding the dog 

for his ugly display; he is simply too upset to control his behavior. We are trying 

to affect his emotional state so he understands that there is no need to act that 

way.  

 

 

2. Dogs learn by consequence (by doing). 

 

Human example: I can tell a school-age child that I will take him out for ice cream 

when I see him next week to celebrate his good report card. When he eats the ice 

cream, he understands he is being rewarded for grades he got a week ago, and he 

got those grades for work he did over several months. 

 

Human–dog comparison: A dog could never understand this—it is way beyond 

his ability to connect events. Dogs learn by consequence like we do, but for dogs 

the consequence has to be immediate. 
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Dog example: Say I lure a dog into a sit with my hand. Then I rummage around 

for the treat. By the time I deliver the treat five seconds later, the impact is lost 

because in those five seconds, the dog sneezed, sniffed the ground, and looked 

left. All of a sudden, a treat appeared. As far as the dog is concerned, he got it for 

looking left. You will eventually teach that dog to sit, but it will take a while. Or 

you might end up with a dog that sits and looks left as a matter of course. 

 

 

 

What does this mean to us? 

That we need precision and immediacy to train dogs. Give your dog immediate 

feedback—let him know right away when he has done something you like. You 

can use praise, treats, or other dog rewards such as throwing a ball, opening a 

door, or letting your dog off leash to romp. 

 

We’ll talk more about this topic in another module. 

 

 

 

A dog’s view of the world. 

So, dogs learn in two ways—by association/emotion and by consequence/doing. 

And because of these two ways of learning, dogs see the world in two ways:  

• What is safe/good for me vs. what is dangerous/bad and  

• what works vs. what doesn’t.  

 

Safe vs. dangerous. This outlook on life comes from learning by association. 

When dogs get punished for peeing on the carpet in front of you, they don’t learn  
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inside/outside—they learn that it is not safe to pee in front of you, but it is safe to 

pee when you are not there. 

 

Works vs. doesn’t work. This outlook on life comes from learning by 

consequence. All dogs try staring at the refrigerator as a strategy to get it to open. 

After a time, they give up because it doesn’t work; the fridge never opens. They 

also try staring at their people at the dinner table. Every once in a while, someone 

gives in and shares a bite yummy with their pup. Staring at people while they eat 

often works, so dogs continue to do it – you have just created a beggar.  Receiving 

intermittent treats means: “Oh, I just have to stare a little longer and that yummy 

WILL come”. 

 

 

 

What does this mean to us?  

Dogs don’t do things we dislike to get back at us or be stubborn or naughty. This 

is a myth. They are not like humans in that way: They do NOT express 

vengeance... To dogs the world is either safe or dangerous and things either work 

or they don’t. Right or wrong never enters into it, because dogs do not have the 

capacity for abstract thought.  

 

Dogs do what is safe and what works. That’s all.  

 

If a dog barks at you to throw the ball and you throw it, rest assured he will bark 

at you again when he wants to play. If you ignore the barking he will eventually 

give up and try something else. He is not trying to be obnoxious; he is just doing 

what works. When something like this happens, wait until the dog STOPS 

barking, THEN play, if you want.  
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If you ask a dog to sit and he doesn’t, he is not being stubborn; you just haven’t 

trained him well enough yet.  

 

In other words, dogs are dogs, not people. Sometimes it does harm dogs to treat 

them like people – this is one of them. 

 

 Be patient with your dog and careful about what you pay attention to and what 

you ignore, and you will soon have a relaxed, content, and well-trained four-

legged friend. 
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Why teach your dog “leave it”? 

 

We’ll begin with the non-verbal process of teaching your dog the Leave it 

command. 

  

NOTE: We will NOT use those actual que words – yet - until your puppy is 

doing the tasks just as you would like them to be done. During this beginning 

training phase, we will only be using the opening and closing of our hands 

and releasing the treat – or not - in a timely manner. 

 

The leave-it command is great for calling your dog away from things not intended 

for him, like squirrels, trash on the ground or things that are downright 

dangerous, like chicken bones left on the street. You can also use it when you 

choose not to let him say hello to another dog or a person. 

  

 

 

How to train it. 

 

Warm-up. 

Step 1. Place a treat in your hand. When your dog shows interest in your hand, 

hold it still. When he tries to bite it, close your hand to keep your dog from 

getting the treat, but don’t move your hand away. 

 

Step 2. As soon as your dog pulls away or loses interest, open your hand and say 

“OK”, then treat from your other hand. Use a treat as good as or better than the 

one you asked your dog to leave alone.  

 

Once your dog is successful at this part of the challenge, progress to the next 

phase. 

 

LEAVE IT 

IT 
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Floor or ground exercise. 

Step 1. Place treats on the ground. Stay within arm’s length so you can cover up 

the treats if needed.  

  

Step 2. When your dog shows interest tell him, “Leave it.” If he looks away or 

hesitates, say “OK” and reward him with a separate treat. If he goes for the food, 

say, “Ah-ah” (a No Reward Mark) and cover up the food. When he stops trying to 

get at it, mark and reward.  

 

Step 3. When you get a 80% success rate with 10 trials (your dog only goes 2xs for 

the treats on the ground), add distance between yourself and the treats 

(Remember your 3D’s?) Ask someone to help protect the food if needed or have 

your dog on a leash to stop him from getting at the food if he tries. 

  

Step 4. Repeat the above exercise using another distraction like trash with a food 

smell or something else you want your dog to be able to leave alone. 

  

Step 5. Next, put food or trash on the ground and practice leave it while you and 

your dog walk by. Begin by passing at a good-sized distance and work your way 

closer and closer to the enticing object as your dog gets better at the exercise. 

  

 

 

You can do this with anything you see on the ground. When your dog notices the 

object, tell him, “Leave it” and reward any response of looking toward you. Just 

be sure to stay far enough away for your dog to be unable to reach the object 

while in training. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Training Tip: The sooner you give the command, the better. If your dog is 

already intrigued by an object, it is much harder for him to leave it alone. 
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Why train it? 

First and foremost, it may save your dog’s life. And then there is the gift of 

sparing your arms—and your dog’s trachea. It is not fun or safe for you to have a 

dog take you for a walk, and pulling while wearing a collar can actually damage 

your dog’s throat. 

 

Since our dogs spend most of their time outside on-leash, training them to walk 

without pulling is better for everyone.  

 

 

Why do dogs pull? 

To get to whatever is out ahead: Great smells, other dogs, open spaces, fun and 

adventure. 

  

Pulling gets dogs to what they want faster. As a strategy, it works. This is why it 

is best to teach dogs loose-leash walking as early as possible. Pulling is rewarding 

to the dog, so the more he does it, the harder it is for him to give it up. If you have 

an expert puller, however, don’t despair. Any dog can be taught loose-leash 

walking. 

 

 

 

How to train it: 

Step 1: Your dog learns to stand calmly next to you without pulling away. 

• Load one hand with treats. 

• Praise and treat when your dog is calm and/or looking at you. 

• If your dog pulls away from you, don’t yank the leash and don’t reel him 

back in. Stand still and wait until he returns to you. If he is very 

distracted, turn and go the other direction. 

• When he comes back to you, praise and treat. 

  

Step 2: Your dog learns to stay close to you while walking. 

• With your dog standing calmly next to you, say his name and, “This Way”. 

LOOSE-LEASH PRESSURE 
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• Praise and treat after the first step, as long as your dog doesn’t dash 

forward. 

• Keep walking and praise/treat every other step. 

• Gradually increase the number of steps in between rewards. 

• If your dog starts pulling, stop and wait until there is some slack in the 

leash again or change direction. Then take a step with him and reward him 

quickly for walking near you. 

• Keep him guessing. Sometimes reward after 1 step, sometimes after 5, then 

again after 2, then after 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Training Tip: Try practicing loose-leash walking after your dog has had some vigorous 

exercise. He will be much easier to work with then. 

Troubleshooting: If your dog pulls, apply red light/ green light. As soon as your dog 

pulls and the leash goes tight, stop. Wait for the leash to loosen even just a little bit and 

then walk forward. Be prepared to stop again if your dog pulls again so the leash 

tightens. Your dog needs to learn that a tight leash is a red light that stops the walk. A 

loose leash is a green light that means more walking. Alternatively, change direction 

when your dog hits the end of his leash. 
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Why teach your dog OK - go for it? 

 

Because sometimes it’s okay to check out an object on the ground, say hello to a new dog 

friend or a person offering an ear scratch, or sniff the telephone pole. But when you’re 

inclined to say yes instead of no, it’s best to make it a training moment. Go for it or OK 

teaches your dog to follow your lead, it’s a word used to motivate your dog to continue 

doing whatever she is doing. 
  

 

How to train it. 

 

The goal of this exercise is to teach your dog that it is OK to go for something. We will 

teach the opposite – Leave it – in another video. 

 

Warm-up. 

Step 1. Place a relatively uninteresting object (a water bottle, for example) on the ground 

a few feet outside your dog’s reach. Wait until your dog is not pulling toward the object, 

say, “OK,” and walk with her toward it.  

 

Step 2. If your dog continues to pull, never giving you a chance to say OK, say “Leave it” 

to get your dog’s attention (we will train more on that in another video). When she turns 

back toward you, reward her by saying “OK” and moving toward the object. 

 

Step 3. Repeat with increasingly interesting objects. 

 

 

Out and about. 

 

Step 1. Take your dog for a walk around the neighborhood. Decide ahead of time which 

distractions will be practice opportunities for allowing your dog to investigate by giving 

her the “OK” cue.  

  

Step 2. Give your dog the “OK” cue when she shows interest in safe objects or situations 

OK - GO FOR IT 
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and remembers not to pull toward them.  

 

Step 3. If she pulls, wait her out. When she stops pulling, tell her to “OK.” If you find 

yourself waiting an awfully long time, use leave it to break the stalemate. When she 

comes back to you, reward her with an “OK”. 

 

Step 3. Tell your dog “Leave it” for any objects or situations you’d prefer she pass by. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Training Tip: If you find yourself having to use leave it on a regular basis before you can tell your dog 

to “OK”, change strategies. When your dog pulls toward something or someone you don’t mind her 

interacting with, wait a few seconds for her to turn back to you. If she doesn’t, simply walk her away. 

Over time, she’ll learn that pulling doesn’t work and she’ll try something new—like looking back at 

you. When she does, reward quickly with an enthusiastic “OK!” 
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Tool Description 

• Comb and soft slicker brush (or rake) 

• Nail trimmers and coagulator 

• Appropriate dog shampoo (Never human products because of different 

Ph.) 

 

Introducing the Tools 

• Place puppy in handling position 

• Allow puppy to smell 

• Brush yourself or pat the tool 

• Gentle initial introduction to using on the puppy, but do not let the puppy 

“win” this battle 

 

Nail Trimming 

• In the adult, should be done at least once a month 

• Start by trimming the puppy’s once a week 

o Identify the “quick” 

o Trim half of the “hook” 

o Examine and trim again, if able 

 

Dental Care 

• Practice “brushing” by rubbing the puppy’s gums with your finger 

• Use recommended toys that can help to reduce plaque 

• When the puppy’s second set of teeth come in, brush them with a dog-

toothbrush and toothpaste formulated especially for dogs two to three 

times a week. 

GROOMING  
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Ears 

• Examine and clean regularly 

• Smell the inside of the ear once a week. Seek veterinary assistance if there 

is a noticeable odor. 

 

Eyes 

• Clear discharge away on a daily basis 

• Seek Veterinary assistance f the discharge is profuse or appears to be 

yellow 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GROOMING (CONTINUED) 
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Learning to love being groomed. 

Grooming can be a stressful experience. Think about it from your puppy’s 

perspective: All those new objects like scissors and nail clippers. Also, a bath. And 

loud, potentially scary things like clippers and hair dryers. And if she goes to a 

salon she’ll be left with a stranger for a good part of the day. That stranger will 

handle her a lot—holding her still, touching her all over. In short, unprepared, a 

puppy might find grooming and the grooming salon alarming. But it doesn’t have 

to be that way. 

 

If you want your puppy to grow up loving being groomed, whether by you or her 

groomer—instead of stalling out and refusing to enter the bathroom at home or 

the salon, and then shaking and shivering the rest of the day from the 

experience—you need to get her ready. 

 

 

 

Handle your puppy, and get others to handle her, too. 

Think about all the ways you and/or the groomer will need to handle your pup: 

holding her feet, ears, and tail, touching her all over, and restraining her. Do these 

things yourself on a regular basis. Teach your dog to love this kind of handling by 

noting any areas of discomfort (when she shies away, pulls her paw away, tries to 

leave) and pair them with treats: 

 

• Get treats ready. 

• Touch the body part for a second, give a treat. Repeat. 

• Gradually increase the time and firmness of your touch, continuing to pair 

with treats.  

• Go at your pup’s pace, only increasing time and firmness when you can see 

your puppy is actively enjoying the game. 

 

 

 

GROOMING CHALLENGE 
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Introduce your puppy to the equipment. 

Don’t let the first time your puppy sees nail clippers or hair clippers or hears the  

hair dryer be when you really need to use them. Introduce her to these things 

gradually. For example: 

 

• Get treats ready, but keep them out of sight. 

• Show your dog your hair dryer, then give her a treat. Repeat several times. 

• Pull the dryer a good distance away—10 feet, say—turn it on and off 

quickly, toss her a treat. Repeat. 

• Gradually come closer with the dryer (or, better yet, let your puppy come 

closer to you), continuing to treat. Then give her a break from the dryer 

and stop the treats. When you turn the dryer back on, start treating again. 

• Gradually leave the dryer running longer, continuing to treat whenever it’s 

turned on. 

• When you finally blow a bit of air her way, go back to a single second, 

treat, and then slowly work up from there. 

 

 

 

Make bath time fun. 

Bath time is no fun for a dog who’s fearful or struggling—or for the person trying 

to do the bathing. Several warm up bathing sessions can go a long way toward 

successful baths for the length of your dog’s life. 

 

• Get out some treats. Really fabulous ones. Think leftovers from dinner last 

night—something truly special. 

• Put your puppy in the tub or sink. Give her a few treats and lift her back 

out. Do this enough times that she is visibly excited to be getting back in—

eagerly looking out for those treats.  

• Turn the water on for a second, away from your dog. Give her a treat.  

 

Repeat many times. Eventually let the water run a little longer before you 

 

GROOMING CHALLENGE (CONTINUED) 
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give a treat. 

• Spray your dog’s feet for a quick second and give her a treat. Repeat. 

• Slowly work your way to getting your puppy a little wetter, continuing to 

treat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Training Tip: Don’t rush it. You may not actually give your puppy a true bath the first two or three 

times, depending on how quickly she relaxes and seems to enjoy this game. That’s fine—if the first 

session is just getting in and out of the tub, so be it. The point is to take things slowly and get it right 

for your puppy’s lifetime. 
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Why work on handling?  

Because you want your puppy—

and later your grown dog—to 

cheerfully accept being touched 

by many different people 

(children, friendly strangers, the 

groomer, the vet, etc.) in many 

different situations. 

 

 

How to work on handling. 

• Work slowly. Do several 

short sessions every day.  

• Repeat each step many times.  

• Only move to the next step when your puppy is comfortable with the 

current step. Look for a relaxed body, enthusiastic tail wags, no mouthing 

of your hand, and your puppy not trying to avoid your hand but instead 

eagerly awaiting a treat. 

 

Tail. Tails are magnetic to children; they simply have to grab those waggy things 

and pull. Vets need to lift tails for temperature checks. 

Step 1. Run your hand down the tail. Treat.  

Step 2. Run your hand down the tail, then hold the tail for a second. Treat. 

Step 3. Run your hand down the tail, then gently lift the tail for one or two seconds. 

Treat.  

Step 4. Imitate a child by pulling on the tail a little more firmly for two to three 

seconds. Treat. 

 

 

 

HANDLING 
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Dehydration. If the skin stays “tented” this is an indication of dehydration. Use 

this vital sign if the puppy has been overexposed in the heat or has had diarrhea 

or vomiting. Report any signs of dehydration to your veterinarian. 

Step 1. Gently pinch and lift up on the skin between the head and ear or the scriff at 

the back of the neck. Release. Treat 

 

 

Eyes & Nose. Puppies should not have nasal discharge. Eyes should be clear and 

bright. If nasal discharge, cloudiness or diffuse appearance noted in either or both 

eyes, contact your veterinarian for an examination. 

Step 1. Visual only. Look into the puppy’s nose. Gently clear away any discharge from 

the eyes. Look into the puppy’s eyes. Treat. 

 

 

Paws. This get your puppy used to having his feet handled and examined. 

Training your puppy to allow his feet to be handled will make nail-trimming an 

easier task. During his life, you may need to check for foot/pad injuries, ticks, or 

just remove the ice-balls or salt that accumulate from walking in the snow. Aldo, 

children like to pick up dogs’ paws to ‘shake hands.’ You have to be able to clip 

your puppy’s nails, dry her feet when she comes inside after playing, and check 

for burrs. 

Step 1. Touch a paw. Treat. (Do each step with all four paws.) 

Step 2. Gently hold/squeeze or cup the paw. Treat. 

Step 3. Hold the paw for three seconds. Treat. 

Step 4. Hold the paw and gently press as you would for nail trimming. Treat. 

Step 5. Hold the paw and gently probe between the toes. Treat. 
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Neck. You and your family need to be able to grab your puppy’s collar without 

startling her before she dashes into trouble.   

Step 1. Reach out and stroke the neck. Treat. 

Step 2. Reach out and touch the collar. Treat. 

Step 3. Reach out and hold the collar. Treat. 

Step 4. Reach out, hold the collar, and move your puppy a step or two. Treat. 

 

 

Head. People are going to pet your dog’s head, sometimes without asking 

permission. 

Step 1. Reach out and lightly touch the head. Treat. 

Step 2. Reach out and pat the head. Treat. 

Step 3. Reach out and stroke from the top of the head down along the neck. Treat. 

 

 

Heartbeat. Being able to find the heartbeat may sound silly, but it is better to get 

used to looking for and finding it now than in an emergency.  Talk to your vet 

about what is normal for your puppy’s sex and breed. 

Step 1. Cup your hand over the apex of they puppy’s chest. In larger dogs, over the 

side is usually better. Feel the strength and speed of the heartbeat. 

 

 

Capillary Refill/Refill. Capillary refill can be an indication of shock after a 

physical trauma. Check the color of the gums. After pressure, note the time it 

takes for the gums to return to the original color. Gray gums, or lack of refill after 

pressing, indicated a serious medical condition and immediate veterinary 

attention is required. 

Step 1. Lift the lip on either side, exposing the gum above the teeth. Treat. 

Step 2. Do same, continue on to press with the pad of your finger for one second and 

release. Treat. 
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Ears. Ears dangle or stick up—either way, children find them irresistible. You 

have to be able to clean your puppy’s ears, and a groomer might have to trim 

around them. 

Step 1. Touch an ear. Treat. (Do each step with both ears.) 

Step 2. Lift the ear. Treat. 

Step 3. Lift the ear and rub it with light pressure. Treat. 

Step 4. Lift the ear and rub it with a little more pressure. Treat. 

 

 

Mouth & Teeth. You have to be able to brush your dog’s teeth, and the vet needs 

to be able to examine them. 

Step 1. Lift the upper lips. Treat.  

Step 2. Lower the bottom lips. Treat. 

Step 3. Fully open your puppy’s mouth as if you were going to give her a pill. Rub the 

gum surface for lumps 
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The Four (4) Important Aspects of House Training: 

 

1. Crate Training and Supervision 

a. Crate Usage 

b. Importance of Size/Divide 

c. Location of Bedding/Toys/Food 

d. Collar/Hazards 

e. 100% Supervision 

 

2. Regular Schedule 

a. Outside Schedule 

b. Feeding Schedule 

i. Treats 

ii. Picky eater 

c. Water Schedule 

d. Nap/Night/Bed Time Routine 

e. Weekends/Off Days 

 

3. Feedback and Discipline 

a. Leash/Collar 

HOUSE-TRAINING  
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b. Potty Spot 

c. How to 

d. Command 

e. Praise 

f. Body Language 

g. Accidents in House 

h. Supervision 

i. Correct/Startle 

 

4. Cleaning Household Accidents 

a. Importance of 

b. Enzyme Cleaner 
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The 2 rules for house-training success. 

Prevent Accidents. Supervise your dog in the house. Use a crate when you are not sure if 

your dog is empty. 

 

Reward your dog for going outside. Praise at the right moment, i.e. the second she starts 

‘going.’ Reward with a treat after she is finished. 

 

How to house-train. 

Step 1. Take your dog outside on leash. Take her to the same place every time.  

Step 2. When she goes, praise, then take her back inside – this time should be understood 

as POTTY-TIME and not play-time 

Step 3. Separate play time from potty time. As soon as your pooch has finished her 

business, take her back inside. If you’re ready for play time, wait inside for at least a 

minute, so your pooch knows that the two are separate events. If you are in a dog-safe 

place, let her off the leash for a little playtime. 

 

Note: Please know that your pooch will generate more urine if she is running 

and/or playing. Depending on your time outside playing, she will probably 

need to go again before going back inside. 

 

If she doesn’t go within 5 minutes, skip playtime and put her in her crate for 10-20 

minutes, then try again. (This is to avoid an accident, not to punish.) 
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A house-training checklist. 

• Take your dog to her potty place first thing in the morning, last thing before bed, 

shortly after meals, naps, or play sessions, when she comes out of her crate and, in 

the case of a puppy, every hour or so. 

• Until your dog is perfectly house-trained, always go outside with her so you can 

cheer and reward at the right moment. 

• Supervise whenever your dog is not crated, especially if she is full. If you must 

take your eyes off her, even for a minute, crate her or put her in her confinement 

area. 

• If you see your dog sniffing and turning in circles in the house, take her out 

immediately. 

 

 

How to handle house-training mistakes. 

Interrupt mistakes as they are happening. Don’t be too harsh or your dog will be afraid to go 

in front of you. After interrupting your dog, hustle her outside to the potty area. Praise if 

she finishes here. Clean up the indoor mess with an enzymatic cleaner to remove protein 

residue that might attract her to the same place again. 

 

IMPORTANT.  

If your dog made the mistake one hour or five seconds ago, you are too late to punish 

her. Don’t rub her nose in her own mess or smack her, this will only make her afraid of 

you, and she won’t understand why you do it. You must catch her in the act for the 

interruption to work, and again, you can’t do it too harshly or your dog will be afraid to 

go in front of you. 
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When do I give my dog free run of the house? 

At first, confine her to one room at a time. Choose a tiled room, like the kitchen or the 

bathroom, so accidents can be easily cleaned. Add a room after your dog is successful 

(accident-free) in his current space, and supervise each time you introduce her to a new 

room. (accident-free), and supervise each time you introduce him to a new room. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Training Tip: Don’t think that confinement and crating is too strict on your dog. You are doing her a 

big favor. Investing a few short weeks of effort nets you a lifetime of freedom for your dog—and you 

don’t have to replace your carpet. 

 

Troubleshooting: If a house-trained dog suddenly has accidents, call your veterinarian. Your dog 

could have a bladder infection or another medical problem. 
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Here are some details to keep in mind: 

 

◆ Puppies need to pee more during the day than they do at night. Many 

owners do not realize that puppies can hold it much longer at night than 

during the day. Like people, dogs are diurnal, meaning they are more active 

during the day than night. As a result, puppies produce less urine at night 

and thus need to go out less often. The majority 

of puppies will sleep through the night months before they can be 

completely potty trained during the day. Since sleep is a priority for us, 

we count that as a blessing! 

 

◆ Puppies vary in how many times they need to poop during the day but twice, 

morning and evening, is most common. This variation results from individual 

differences in digestion but also the quality and compatibility of the dog food 

that you feed. If a dog cannot digest its food well or eats ingredients that she 

cannot digest, she will poop more. So, if your puppy is 5 months of age and 

poops more than twice a day, consider changing to a better quality or different 

food. 

 

◆ Puppies less than 4 months old will usually need to go potty: 

◊ 15 to 30 minutes after eating or drinking, 

◊ Upon waking from a nap or long rest period, 

◊ During or after vigorous play or excitement, 

HOUSETRAINING TIPS  
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◊ MUCH more frequently when active than when confined. 

 

◆ When quiet and confined, pups can typically hold their urine the number of 

hours that equals their age in months plus one. Here is a chart that will guide 

you in deciding how long your puppy can most likely go without pottying 

during the day. 

 

 

 

 

Age in 

Weeks 

Daytime resting maximum 

time between potty breaks 

Age in Weeks Daytime resting maximum time 

between potty breaks 

7 - 9 weeks 3 

hours 

18-19 weeks 5.5 hours 

10-11 weeks 3.5 hours 20-21 weeks 6 hours 

12-13 weeks 4 

hours 

22-23 weeks 6.5 hours 

14-15 weeks 4.5 hours 24 weeks 7 hours 

16-17 weeks 5 

hours 

Adult 7-12 hours Depending upon breed 

and/or size 
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Sample Below  Goal:  No more than one accident in the house this week. 

 

POTTY TRAINING LOG 

DATE \ 

TIME 
PEE POOP 

 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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* > Denotes potty accident  # Puppy traveled 3 days in truck transport 

POTTY TRAINING LOG 

DATE PEE POOP 
 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

10/9-Friday *23:30  Inside play pen on 6’x6’ scrap linoleum  

   24:00 Bed time 

 03:00   

10/10-

Saturday 

07:00   

 07:30   

   08:00 - Breakfast: Ate very light 

  08:30 Very health poop 

 09:00  Winding down from Maui play time 

   9:15 - Nap, with heavy protest 

 11:00   

 14:30   

   16:00 Dinner – Fed ½ C. Raw & 1 ½ C. Kibbles. She devoured it 

 *19:30  Went pee on liv. Rm. Washable pee pad 

 END 

DAY 

 Lack of routine schedule was a result of the puppy’s behavior, 

expressing need to go potty. 
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How to Meet That Goal  

To achieve your first goal, remember:  

 

1. Your puppy should be either confined or under your direct observation 24/7 

this week. If you can't watch your puppy, even for a minute, put it in the crate.  

 

2. If your puppy cries while confined, wait for a lul in the crying, then take it 

outside to potty unless you are absolutely sure your pup doesn't need to go. 

Waiting the lul will ensure that you are not rewarding him for crying.  

At this age, housebreaking trumps teaching pups to be quiet. The last 

thing we want is for them to ask to go out but no one responds so they 

potty in their "room."  

 

3. When your puppy is loose in the house, it must have your DIRECT attention. 

Watch your pup carefully for any signs that it may have to potty so you can take 

it out immediately. Many puppies show the following signs:  

o disappearing into another room – it is ideal to limit the puppy’s 

freedom to ONE room. 

o circling  

o whining  

o suddenly breaking off from play  

o going to the door  

o acting anxious  

o sniffing  
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If you are having problems, it is probably one of two things: You are  

giving your puppy too much space or giving it too much freedom.  

Both of these are common mistakes.  

 

Too much space? Unless your puppy is a giant breed, it does  

not need more than about eight-square feet of space, which  

is four panels of your exercise pen.  
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Week One 

 Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 

# of Accidents        

When        

Where        

 

Week Two 

 Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 

# of Accidents        

When        

Where        

 

Week Three 

 Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 

# of Accidents        

When        

Where        

 

HOUSETRAINING ACCIDENT LOG 
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Potty Training Challenges 

Let’s discuss some special challenges that you may face while you are in the 

midst of potty training. These three situations can make potty training very 

difficult: 

1. Disruption of your puppy s daily routine 

2. Health issues--diarrhea or urinary tract infections (UTIs) 

3. Submissive urination – This is NOT a voluntary action! Please do NOT 

correct the puppy for submissive urination. 

 

Disruption of Your Puppy's Routine 

Even small changes in your pup's routine at home may also disrupt its potty 

training. Disruptions include: 

• Visitors coming to see your new puppy 

• Having friends over for dinner 

• A tradesman coming to repair something in the house 

• Taking your puppy to your parents for the weekend 

 

These normal everyday events present potty-training challenges to you and 

your pup. You get distracted and forget to watch your puppy. The puppy gets 

excited and is not thinking about asking to go outside until it is too late. 

 

1. Short-Term Disruption. If the interruption will be short term, potty the 

puppy just before the person arrives and put it in the crate or ex-pen where 

it will more likely to be successful while you are busy. 
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2. Potty Training Elsewhere. Remember, your puppy will be potty trained in 

your house long before it is potty trained elsewhere. Whenever you are away 

from home with your puppy: 

 

o be even more observant than normal 

o keep your pup under control either on leash or in a crate or ex-

pen 

o carry cleaning supplies with you 

 Poop bags 

 Roll of paper towel 

 Small bottle of enzymatic cleaner 

• Nature's Miracle®or 

• Simple Solution® 

 

3. Long-term Disruption. For parties or longer visits, keep potty training on 

track by assigning a responsible puppy person! Although everyone loves 

a puppy, during social situations everyone assumes that someone else is 

looking after it. Although people are around, usually no one is keeping 

track of the puppy. 

 

 

Your person in charge should: 

o not be the host who is responsible for their guests. 

That is a recipe for failure. 

o pay attention to: 
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• How much has the puppy had to drink? 

• Has it been running around the room or playing hard? 

• When was the last time it pottied? Remember being 

outside does not mean it did its business, especially 

when there are visitors to play with. 

o Take the puppy out, whenever needed. 

o Confine the puppy to the ex-pen or crate for time outs 

and naps, when needed. 

o Clean up, if needed. 

 

4. Disruptions are the time to do less not more. Abnormal routine 

times are not the time to try to extend time between potty trips 

outside or time out of the ex-pen. Quite the opposite, it is time to 

take your pup out more often since its mind is not on the potty 

training with all the great new friends that came to visit! 

 

Health Issues--Diarrhea and UTIs 

Sick puppies are impossible to potty train. If your puppy develops diarrhea or a 

urinary tract infection, as many puppies do, know that it will backslide in its 

training. Be ready to take many steps backwards and treat the puppy like its 8 

weeks old until it feels better. 

 

Diarrhea is obvious but urinary tract infections (UTIs) are not as easy to spot. If 

your puppy is peeing more frequently than usual, crying while urinating, or 

straining but not able to pee, it likely has a UTI. If you are not sure, write down 
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when it goes. Your memory may not be accurate enough to be able to 

distinguish the difference between its normal routine and its increased need to 

pee. If your pup has diarrhea for more than a day or has any of the signs of a 

UTI, get it to the vet ASAP. 

To help with potty training while your pup is recovering, add a potty pan to 

its "room" until it is feeling better. Be patient, your puppy will be feeling better 

soon and back on the potty-training track! 

 

 

 

Submissive Urination 

Submissive urination occurs when puppies pee while greeting a person or dog. 

This often happens to gentle or frightened puppies but many puppies will go 

through a brief period of submissive peeing during puppyhood. Some 

submissive urinators will pee when jumping up to greet, others will pee with 

their belly low to the ground, and some will go belly up and will pee on 

themselves. 

 

Submissive urination is NOT a potty-training issue! It is a problem of 

confidence. These puppies are attempting to placate older or more powerful 

people and dogs in very appropriate dog terms. 

 

Your approach to this challenging predicament will determine whether or not 

your puppy outgrows this challenge. We can assure you that you want your 

puppy to outgrow it! 
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Summary: 

How to housetrain: 

 

➢ Decide precisely where the doggie bathroom is going to be.  

 

➢ Go there regularly: first thing in the morning, last thing before bed, shortly after meals, 

naps, or play sessions, and when he comes out of his crate. 

 

➢ Go out with the dog, on leash, so you can cheer and reward at the right moment. 

 

➢ Gently cheer and reward at the right moment, i.e. the second your dog starts ‘going’. 

Praise at the crucial moment, more than anything else, will teach your dog what house-

training means. Bring him in right after the potty, and reward with play time. 

 

o If you want him to play outside, make sure you make outside play time a 

SEPARATE event. 

 

➢ If he does not pee after 1 to 2 minutes take him back inside. We don’t want him to learn 

to hold it so that he gets more time outside.  

 

➢ Once back inside, put him in his crate or confinement area, such as the kitchen or another 

easily cleaned room. 

 

➢ Try taking him outside again after another 10 to 20 minutes. 
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➢ Supervise whenever your dog is not crated, especially if he’s full. If you must take your 

eyes off him, even for a minute, crate him or put him in a small x-pen area with his 

bedding so he’s unlikely to have an accident. 

 

➢ Interrupt mistakes immediately with a fast, but not too harsh verbal message (like “Ah-

ah”). Catch him as he starts to go, not afterwards. After interrupting him, hustle him 

outside to the bathroom area: praise if he finishes here. Then clean up the indoor mess.  

 

➢ Never reprimand late. If he made the mistake one hour or ten seconds ago, you are too 

late. You must catch him in the act for the reprimand to work, otherwise, from his 

perspective, he’s being yelled at for no good reason and he may become anxious around 

you. 
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Two Sample House-Training Schedules for a Young Puppy 

 

When quiet and confined, pups can typically hold their urine the number of hours that equals their age 

in months plus one. 

When puppy’s run and play, they will need to urinate more frequently. 

➢ 6:30 a.m.  

o Rise. Walk pup briefly. 

➢ 7:00 a.m.  

o *Feed pup and offer a drink of water. Walk puppy. Return home and play briefly 

with pup. Pup stays in crate. 

➢ 9:00 a.m. Walk puppy. 

➢ Midmorning Walk pup.  

o After walk, pup stays with owner fifteen minutes. Pup returns to crate. 

➢ Noon–1:00 p.m.  

o *Feed pup second meal and offer water. Walk puppy. Return home and play with 

pup. Pup returns to crate. 

➢ Midafternoon  

o Offer pup water. Walk puppy. Pup returns to crate. 

➢ 5:00 p.m.  

o *Feed pup third meal and offer water. Walk puppy. Allow pup to play in kitchen 

while dinner is being prepared. 

➢ 7:00 p.m.  

o Walk pup briefly. Return home and play with puppy. Pup returns to create. 

➢ Before bed  

o Walk pup. Puppy sleeps in crate. After elimination sessions, it is a good idea to 

spend some time playing with your pup in the house. Do this either in the gated 

kitchen area or in some other part of the house, as you prefer. Since your pup has 
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just finished eliminating, you can be relaxed, without having to worry about 

“accidents.” When playtime is over, lead your pup to his crate and let him rest 

for an hour or two, leaving one or two toys with him. 

***Remember: Puppies have to urinate shortly after running or playing*** 

➢ When quiet and confined, pups can typically hold their urine the number of hours that equals 

their age in months plus one. 

➢ When puppy’s run and play, they will need to urinate more frequently. 

 

For very young puppies, you may want to follow this schedule: 

 

Housetraining is as Easy as 1-2-3 

When you are away from home or if you are too busy or distracted to 

adhere to the following schedule, keep your puppy confined to her puppy 

playroom where she has a suitable doggy toilet. Otherwise, when you are 

at home: 

1. Keep your puppy closely confined to her doggy den (crate) or on-

leash. 

 

2. Every hour on the hour release your pup from confinement and 

quickly take her (on-leash if necessary) to the toilet area, instruct 

your pup to eliminate, and give her three minutes to do so. 

 

3. Enthusiastically praise your puppy when she eliminates, and then 

play/train with the pup indoors; once your puppy is old enough to 

go outside, take her for a walk after she eliminates. 
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Useful tools that may assist you 
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